Korea to exhibit at CONFEX 2013,
So come and meet us!

Korea Tourism Organisation will be exhibiting on stand N412 at International
CONFEX from the 19th March and we would like to set up a meeting with you
to see how our dedicated Convention Bureau can help organize your next
event.
Our company will be working alongside a handful of leading Korean ground
operators specialising in the MICE sector and providing a full DMC service
with a strong focus on on-site support and organization. Our combined
expertise will give a real insight into the potential of the MICE sector in Korea.
We will also be distributing new MICE related brochures, information on
exciting events and festivals taking place in the country, which includes the
‘Suncheon Bay Garden Expo 2013’ and another F1 Race in Yeongam to name
but a few. As an incentive destination, Korea is one of Asia’s most dynamic
destinations offering a dedicated programme of options that make the most of
a spectacular landscape and 5000 years of tradition & culture.
A Far Eastern powerhouse, Korea is geographically and culturally diverse
making it an ideal destination for international conference delegates. Seoul, the
capital is an international hub city with flights from all continents can offer first class
accommodation, various state of the art meeting venues, outstanding off site dining/gala
dinner options and home to many of the country’s prominent UNESCO world heritages and
signature sites, some of which can be used for MICE purposes.
The award-winning International Incheon Airport, state-of-the-art convention
centres throughout the peninsula, advanced transport links connecting regional
areas and a record of hosting the biggest events on the globe, such as the
G20 Summit Meeting, FIFA World Cup and World Athletics Championships are
factors contributing to Korea’s status as a world leading MICE destination.
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We are waiting to talk with you, so please contact our dedicated team and
reserve your meeting time at CONFEX 2013.
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